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On vanishing theorems for trace forms 
Martin Epkenhans 
Abstract: There are monic polynomials pn(X) with integer coefficients and with the prop-
erty that they annihilate all non-singular quadratic forms of dimension n in the Witt 
ring W(K) of a field K. The roots of pn(X) are integers of absolute value < n. Let 
trL/K : L —> K : x »-> trace L / x(x
2) denote the trace form of the finite separable field 
extension L/K of degree n. P.E. Conner proved that the 'positive half of pn(X) (i.e. the 
product of linear factors of pn(X) with non-negative roots) already annihilates the trace 
form of L/K. If we only consider trace forms with given Galois group Q, then we get much 
better results. In general we get polynomials of lower degree, which depends on the Galois 
number of Q. 
These results on trace forms come from identities in the Burnside ring B(Q) of Q and 
translate into Witt ring identities by Springer's theorem. We will discuss these results and 
give some new identities in B(Q) which give rise to vanishing theorems for trace forms. 
Key Words: quadratic forms, trace forms, Burnside ring 
Mathematics Subject Classification: 11E04 
1. Introduction 
We consider vanishing polynomials for classes M of quadratic forms. Define 
IM := {f(X) € Z[X] | f(tp) = 0 € W(K) for all ^ G M, 
where ip is a form over K}. 
Here W(K) denotes the Witt ring over the field K. We easily observe that IM is 
an ideal, the vanishing ideal of M. Let us first give some examples. For n £ N set 
Ln(X) = X(X
2 - 22)(X2 - 4 2 ) . . . (X2 - n2) if n is even, 
Ln(X) = (X
2 - 12)(K2 - 3 2 ) . . . (X2 - n2) if n is odd. 
Lewis [7] discovered that Ln(tp) = 0 € W(K) for any quadratic form X/J of dimension 
n over the field K of characteristic ^ 2. Later on we prove that Ln(X) already 
generates the vanishing ideal of all these quadratic forms. 
Let L/K be a finite and separable extension of fields of characteristic ?- 2. With 
it we associate the trace form which is defined by trL/K ' L -> K : x »-» trL/Kx
2. 
Let Cn(X) := nfc>o,Ln(A;)=o(^ "" *0
 D e t n e 'non-negative' part of Ln(X). P.E. 
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Conner proved Cn(ip) = 0 € W(IQ for any quadratic form xp over K which is 
isometric to a trace form of a field extension of degree n over K. Further Cn(X) 
generates the corresponding vanishing ideal. 
From Beaulieu and Palfrey [2] we know the following refinement of Conner's 
result. Let f(X) £ K[X] be an irreducible and separable polynomial with Galois 
group Q = Gal(f) over K. Then the Galois number tj of f(X) is defined to be 
the least natural number j so that any j roots of f(X) generate a splitting field of 
f(X) over the ground field K (see [2]). Let n be the degree of f(X). Then 
t s - \ 
Bn(X) := (X - n) • (X - k) G Z[X] 
fc=0,fc=n mod 2 
annihilates the trace form of K[X]/(f) over K. In general Bn(X) does not generate 
the corresponding vanishing ideal. 
The aim of this note is to investigate the latter vanishing ideal. We know by an 
old-result of Sylvester that the signatures of the trace form are always non-negative. 
This explains why Conner's polynomial Cn(X) has no negative roots. We will show 
that signatures play an important role in this context. 
2. Notation 
Let us fix some notations. We only consider fields of characteristic 7- 2. Let K be 
a field. Then < a\,... , an > is the diagonal form a\Xl + . . . + anX% over K. The 
m-fold sum of the quadratic form -0 is denoted m x ip. The trace form of L/K is 
written < L/K >, resp < L > if no confusion arise, ord(cr), ovd(Q) is the order 
of the group element a, resp. the group Q. We denote the cardinality of a set M 
by «M. 
3. The vanishing ideal 
Let us reconsider the examples given in the introduction. Our first lemma contains 
some information on IM-
Lemma 1. Consider a class M of quadratic forms. 
1. Let ip € M be a quadratic form over a formally real field K. With s = sign(t/>) 
for some signature homomorphism sign : W(K) —> Z we get 
IMC(X-s).Z[X]. 
2. Let ip € M be a quadratic form of dimension n over K. Then 
IM C(X-n)>Z[X]. 
Proof. 1. Let f(X) <E IM. Then f(ip) = 0 gives sign(/(t/;)) = 0 = / (s ign(^)) . Hence 
5 is a root of f(X). 
2. Replace the signature homomorphism by the dimension. rj 
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Proposition 1. (Conner,Lewis) Let n G N. 
1. The vanishing ideal of the class Qn of quadratic forms of dimension n is a 
principal ideal generated by Ln(X). 
2. The vanishing ideal of the class Tn of trace forms of dimension n is a principal 
ideal generated by Cn(X). 
Proof. As already mentioned in the introduction Ln(X) G Iqn and Cn(X) G Frn 
(see [2], [7]). For each s G {-n , . . . , n} with s = n mod 2 there is a quadratic form 
of dimension n over Q having signature s. Hence 
n 
( E n ( X ) ) c / Q n C f l (X-s)-Z[X]c(Ln(X)). 
s= — n,s~n mod 2 
2. We use the classification of rational trace forms given in [5] Theorem 1 and 
3. Hence for any s G { 0 , . . . , n} , s = n mod 2 there is a trace form ip over Q of 
dimension n having signature s. This gives Irn C (C7n(K)). rj 
4. The Burrtside ring B{Q) 
Beaulieu, Palfrey and Conner proved their results as follows: They formulate iden-
tities in the Burnside ring B(Q) and translate these identities via a homomorphism 
of Springer into the Witt ring. We will briefly recall the definition of the Burnside 
ring. Let V. < Q be finite groups. We denote the action of Q on the left cosets 
Q/ri = {aH, a G Q) by (Q, Q/H). This action gives rise to a permutation character 
denoted Xy. = Xn-
Definition 1. Let Q be a finite group. The Burnside ring B(Q) of Q is a free abelian 
group. The set 
{Xn I *H runs over a set of representatives of conjugacy classes of subgroups of Q} 
is a free set of generators of B(Q). The multiplication is induced by the tensor 
product of the underlying representations. Hence 
Xn- Xu = ( J ) XnnaUa-1. 
a£U\G/U 
where the sum runs over a set of representatives of the double cosets in ri\Q/U. 
Springer's Theorem Let N/K be a Galois extension with Galois group G(N/K). 
Then 
Xn^<Nn >,U<Q 
extends uniquely to a ring homomorphism 
hN/K : B(G(N/K)) -4 W(K). 
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For details see [2]. 
We very briefly sketch the proof of the vanishing result given in [2], Let f(X) G 
K[X] be an irreducible and separable polynomial with Q = Gal(f) and let N be a 
splitting field of f(X) over K. Set U = G(N/(K[X]/(f))). We get 
Bn(< K[X]/(f) >) = Bn(hN/K(xH)) = hN/K(Bn(XH))- Since Bn(X) already 
annihilates XH m B(G) w e are done. 
Next we define the class of quadratic forms we are interested in. 
Definition 2. Let 71 < Q be finite groups. Then M(Q,H) denotes the class of 
all quadratic forms ip such that there is an irreducible and separable polynomial 
f G K[X] with Galois group Gal(f) ~ Q and such that 
1. the action of Gal(f) on the roots of f(X) is equivalent to the action of Q on 
g/n. 
2. tp and the trace form of K[X]/(f) over K are isometric. 
Note that we restrict ourselves implicitly to faithful actions. The following example 
shows that in general Bn(X) does not generate IM{Q,H)- Let N/K be a Galois 
extension of odd degree. Then < L > ~ [L : K]x < 1 > for any intermediate 
field L of N/K. Hence g(X) = X - [L : K] = X - [Q : G(N/L)] is a vanishing 
polynomial for < L >, which implies g(X) G IM(G,H)- Now Bn(X) has degree 1 if 
and only if tf = 1, which means N = L. 
Next we investigate the intersection of the kernels of all homomorphisms hN/K 
with G(N/K) ~ Q to get more information on IM{Q,H)-
Definition 3. The trace ideal T(Q) of a finite group Q in B(Q) is defined to be the 
intersection of all kernels ker(hN/K), where N/K runs over all Galois extensions 
N/K of fields of characteristic ^ 2 with G(N/K) ~ Q. 
5. The signatures 
Let f(X) G K[X] be an irreducible and separable polynomial. Then the signature 
value of the trace form of K[X]/(f) over K equals the number of real roots of f(X). 
A root a of f(X) is real if and only if a is fixed by the complex conjugation. This 
motivates the following definition 
Definition 4. Let a G Q be an element of order < 2 and letri<Q. Then 
signaXH = t l{
f i x P o i n t s o f (<<?>, S / ^ ) } 
is the 'signature' of XH induced by a. Of course, signaXK = XH(&)- Hence sign^ 
extends uniquely to a ring homomorphism signa : B(Q) -> Z. In our context of 
quadratic forms it is more enlightening to look at xnfa) as a signature value than 
just a character value. The virtual degree of XH equals sign}d(x?i)- Hence it also 
fits into this concept. 
As usual Cg(a) denotes the centralizer of a in Q. Let Qa = {p~lap \ p G Q) be 
the set of conjugates of a in Q. 
•Y^Uhi 
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Proposition 2. Let ri < G be finite groups and let a G G be an element of order 
< 2. Then 
ord{Cg{a))$Ga f)H [G : U)%Ga 0 U 
signaXK = ^ = j ^ • 
Proof. Consider the action of < a > on (5/7/. Then tfrt is a fixpoint if and only 
if p~lop G ri. We apply proposition 16.5 in [lj. Let s be the number of con-
jugacy classes of ri whose members are conjugate in G to a. If 5 = 0, then 
s\gnaxn — Xu{a) — 0 = §GaC\W. Otherwise, let / i i , . . . , hs be representatives 
of these conjugacy classes of ri. Since \u *s trivial, we get 
_ tCg{o) 
ord(Ti) 
= A,njJGaDri. ord(T-t) 
D 
Before we are able to apply lemma 1 in this situation we have to give a new 
realization result for trace forms. 
Proposition 3. Let ri < G be finite groups. Suppose G acts faithfully on Q/ri. Set 
n \— [G : T-i) and let a G G be an element of order < 2. Then there is an algebraic 
number field K C R and an irreducible polynomial f{X) G K[X) such that 
1. the action of Gal{f{X)) on the roots of f{X) is equivalent to the action of G on 
G/ri and 
2. a corresponds to the complex conjugation on the splitting field of f{X) over K. 
Hence 
sign* < K[X)/{f{X)) > = sign.XK. 
Proof 1. ord(a) = 2. If a generates G, set K = Q and f{X) = X2 + 1. 
Now let ord{G) = 2m > 4. Consider the quadratic form 
tp = (m - l ) x <1 , - 1 > ± < 1 , - 2 > 
over Q. By Theorem 1 and 3 in [5] there is a field extension L/Q with trace form 
ip and such that the normal closure N C C of L has Galois group 6 n over Q. 
Let a G L be a primitive element of L/Q and let M := { a i , a . i . . . , a m , a m } 
be the set of conjugates of a = a\. Here " denotes the complex conjugation-
Observe that no conjugate of a is real since sign^ < L > = s ign ,^ = 0. Let 
(j) : G -> M be a bijection such that for any a G G we have 0(a) = 0(<r(a)). Let 
^ : G <-> 5 (^ ) - 2 >5(M)4G(N /Q) be the induced embedding. Then L{O) is the com-
plex conjugation on N. Set K := 7VlW. Since t(O) G t(<?) the field K is real. Next 
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define F := Ni{n) and let f(X) G K[X] with K[X]/(f(X)) ~ F. Then N is a 
splitting field of f(X) over K since the action of Q on 5/7^ is faithful. 
2. Let o~ = id. Set if; = (n — l ) x <1>_L<2> and proceed as above. Q 
Now we are ready to determine an ideal a with IM(GM) C a-
Definition 5. Let H < Q be finite groups. Set 
QG,u(X):= J ] (X-k). 
k€{s\gnaX-H |o-GC,ord(<r)<2} 
Let K(H) = DaegaTia-1, then Q acts faithfully on Q/H if and only if K(H) = 1. 
CoroHary 1. For finite groups Ji < Q with K(H) = 1 we get 
IM(G,U) C (QG,U(X)). 
6. The rank formula 
This section contains the main result of this note. It implies that the trace ideal is 
a submodule of the kernel of the total signature homomorphism and both modules 
have the same rank. Hence their quotient is finite. 
Theorem 1. Let Q be a finite group and let RC2(Q) be a set of representatives of 
conjugacy classes of elements of order < 2 in Q. Then 
rank(T(C7)) = r<mk(B(Q)) - iRC2(Q). 
Definition 6. For a finite group Q let 
L(Q) = n(T6/?C72(r;)ker(signa) 
be the kernel of the total signature homomorphism. Let RC(Q) be a set of repre-
sentatives of the conjugacy classes of subgroups of Q. 
Lemma 2. 
1. L(Q) is a submodule of B(Q) of rank rank(/3(£)) - $RC2(Q). 
2.T(Q)CL(Q). 
Proof. 1. L(Q) is given by the system of linear equations 
Y^ signaxn -xn=0, a € RC2(Q). 
neRC(G) 
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By proposition 2 the rank of this system equals the number of conjugacy classes of 
elements of order < 2. 
2. follows from proposition 3. rj 
Obviously the rank formula of theorem 1 is equivalent to the existence of some 
o G N with a • L(G) C T(Q). The proof of theorem 1 is organized as follows. First 
we consider groups of odd order. In section 3 we reduce our approach to 2-groups. 
After dealing with elementary abelian 2-groups we finally show in section 7 that 
T(G) has finite index in L(G) for any finite 2-group. 
Proposition 4. Let G be a group of odd order. Then 
T(G) = L(G). 
Hence rank(T(G)) = rank(B(G)) ~ V 
Proof. Let N/K be a Galois extension with Galois group G(N/K) ~ G- Let L be 
an intermediate field of N/K. Then < L > = [L : K}x <1> (see [3][cor. 1.6.5]. Let 
X = HneRC(G) m ^ * Xu> Then hN/K(X) = T,H<=RC(G) ™>H ' [G
 : K]X <l> • Since 
ord(<?) is odd, L(G) is defined by the equation YlneRC(G) mH ' [G ' ^] = 0 (see 
proposition 2). rj 
7. Some consequences 
We first give some consequences of the rank formula. 
Corollary 2. Let H < G be finite groups. Then there exists some I G No with 
(2* • qgM(X)) C IM(0M) C (qgMX)). 
Hence 2l • qG,n(X) is a polynomial of minimal degree in IM(GM)-
Proof. qG,n(X) lies in L(G) since signatures are ring homomorphisms. Now apply 
theorem 1 and observe that the only torsions in the Witt ring are 2-torsions. rj 
We conclude that IM(GM) ls a principal ideal if and only if 2l • qG,n(X) gen-
erates IM(G,H) for some / G No. The next corollary gives a relation between our 
polynomials. 
Corollary 3. Let H < G be finite groups with K(G) = V Then qQ^n(X) divides 
BQ,H(X). 
Proof. The definition of the Galois number gives 
max{sign<Tx^5ord(O) = 2} < max{xH(r) , r G G,r ^ 1} = tg - 1. 
• 
By lemma 1 in [2] equality holds for any 2-group G- We abbreviate X<T> = Xr 
if r G G is an element of order < 2. 
Example 1. Let Q = M(16) = < a,r \ a8 = r 2 = l,Tar~l = a5 > be the 
modular group of order 16. Set ri -< r >. Then qG,u = X(X - 4)(X - 8) and 
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BC,H ~ X(X—2)(X —4)(X-8) . Further IM(g ^ is a principal ideal with generator 
qg,H-
Proof. M(16) has three involutions: p := O4,T and TO = OTO . Proposition 2 
gives signrXr = 4 and s i g n e r - 0. Hence tg = 5. From xli = ^XH + 2*i and 
X\XH - 8X1 w e conclude qg,H(Xn) = 0 which implies the assertion. r-j 
Example 2. Consider the natural action of the alternating group 21 n On n points. 
Set H = 2ln- i • 7Vien sign^XK = ^ mod 4, since any involution is a product of an 
even number of disjoint transpositions. Therefore the degree of qg,n is about half 
the degree of the polynomial Bn(X) = Cn(X). 
Example 3. Suppose that the Galois number tg equals 1. Then 
Bn(X) — X — n if n is odd and 
Bn(X) = X ( X - n) if n is even. 
Further 7i = 1. We get Bn(X) = qQM(X) and IM{G,H) = (Bn(X)) = (qQM(X)). 
8. Reduction to 2-groups 
We reduce the proof of theorem 1 via several maps to subgroups of Q. 
For a subgroup H of Q there is a ring homomorphism 
res£ : B(Q) -> B(H) 
called the restriction map. It is defined by restricting the characters Xu t 0 ^ -
There is an additive but not multiplicative corestriction map 
cor£ : B(H) -> B(Q) 
defined by coi^Xu ~ Xu- COV<HXU — Xu ls known to be the induced character of 
Xu (see [6] Chapter 4 Theorem 4.2). 
Let V. be a normal subgroup of Q. Then the canonical projection Q —> Q/H 
induces the inflation map 
infH:B(Q/'H)-+B(Q), 
which is a ring homomorphism. If W. < U < Q, then in f^(x^ / H ) — Xu- We now 
give the connection of these maps in the category of Burnside rings and several 
maps between Witt rings. 
Lemma 3. Let N/K be a finite Galois extension with G(N/K) = Q and let H be 
a subgroup of Q. 
1. Let a € H be an element of order < 2. Then 

























Hence the restriction map in the Burnside ring plays the role of the lifting of 
quadratic forms in the Witt ring and the corestriction corresponds to the Scharlau 
transfer. 
Proof. 1. is obvious. 
2. Set L:=Nn. Then 
hN/L( res^(xg)) = hN/L( £ X&uri^- i) =±.*ZH\G/U hN,L{XunaUa^) 
°en\G/u 
=Uen\G/u< N*"*u*-l/L >=±i=zl r < L[X)/(f{)/L > 
=< (K[X)/(f)) o L/L >= s* o hN/K(x
G
uh 
where K[X]/(f) ~ L and / = / i • • • / r is the decomposition of / into prime factors 
over L. 
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Let U < n < g. Then 
hN/K o cor&(x#) = hN/K(xg) = < N " > = tryvu/K < N
u/Nn > 
= trNn/K(hN/Nn(xu)). 










Lemma 4. Let n < G be finite groups. 
L Then res^(L(G)) C L(n). 
2. Let [G : n] be odd. 
(a) Then res%(x) <E L(n) if and only if x € L(G)> 
(t>) resGH(x) e 7Z(n) gives X € 71(G). 
3. cor^(7Z(n)) C 11(G). 
4- Ifn is a normal subgroup of G then inf^i(7Z(g/n)) C 7Z(g). 
Proof. 1. follows from lemma 3 (1). 
2. By Sylow's theorem we can choose RC2(G) C RC2(W). Now apply lemma 3 (1), 
2b. By lemma 3 (2) we get 0 = hN/Nno res^(x) = s*ohN/K(x). EencehN/K(x) = 
0 since 5* is injective by a theorem of Springer. 
3. y G ^ gives hN/Nn(x) = 0 € W(N
n). By lemma 3 (2) we are done. 
4. Let x € U(G/n). Then hN/K o inf^(x) = hNn/K(X) = 0. n 
Now we are ready to reduce our approach to 2-groups. 
Lemma 5. (Reduction Lemma) The rank formula of theorem 1 holds for a finite 
group G if it holds for any 2-Sylow group G2 of g. 
Proof. By the assumption there is some a G N with a-L(g2) C 7Z(g2). Let x £ L(G). 
Then res^2(x) £ -MS2) by lemma 4 (2a). We get resg2(ax) = a • resg2(x) € 
a • L(G2) C 7l(G2). Hence aX £ 71(G) by lemma 4 (2b). n 
9. The trace ideal of some 2-groups 
Proposition 5. Let g be a cyclic group of order 2l > 2. Then 
T(S) = { 5Z mnXn I -C m^Q : W- = °>mi = °' Y2 mn ~ 0: W : 2>-
Henee L(g)/T(g) ~ Z /2Z . 
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Proof, a) L(G) is given by the equations 
53 m* ' & ' H] = 0 (1) 
H<G 
53 mK • [5 : W] = 0. 
H<G,2\ ord(H) 
Since ord(G) = 2l > 2, the system (1) is equivalent to 
mi = 0, J ] m^ . [C7 : %] = 0. (2) 
H<G,H^I 
b) Set K0 -=- Q( \ / - l ) - For every / > 1 there is a cyclic extension N/K0 of 
degree 2*. Let D e Ko such that Ko(y/D)/K0 is the unique quadratic subextension 
of N/KQ. Let x = Y<H<G
mnXH € B(0). Then det/<0/i/vj/Co(x) = £>
m, where 
m = EH <n ) K-/g ran- Therefore 
5 J m-H = 5 3 mn s ^: moc*: ^ 
H<GM^G H<G 
if x € T(£) (mg is even by (1)). 
c) Now let x € L((?) with Y1>H<GMG-H) m'H IS e v e n- Let N/K be any Galois 
extension with Galois group G and D = det# <1V>. From corollary 4 in [4] we get 
hN/K(x) = 5 1
 muX
 < N U > 
H<G,H^l 
= mGx <1>± 5 3
 mn x (<2 )2^>-
L ([5 -n]-2)x <1>) 
H<G,H*I>G 
= 5 ] mH[^:W]x <1>=0, 
H<G*H^i 
since <2L>, 2L>> = <1,1> if / > 2. n 
Let e2(a) be the exponent of 2 in a £ Z. 
Proposition 6. Lei £ be an elementary abelian 2-group of order 2n. Then 
rank(T(G)) = rank(B(G)) - $RC2(G). 
Further T(G) is determined by the system of linear equations given by 
5 3 ™>u - [G : H] = 0, aeG, ord(a) < 2 
H<G,<T€H 
53 mws0(2), U<G\G'M]^2. 
H<U,e2([G:H))=0(2) 
L(G)/T(G) has exponent 2. 
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Proof. 1) By proposition 2 we get 
L(Q) = { ] T mnXH I £ rnu[Q : V] = 0, a G 5, ord(<r) < 2}. 
>t<C H<G,CT£H 
Further T(0) C L(S). 
2) Let N/K be a Galois extension with G(N/K) ~ £. Then 1V = K(\/a[,... , ^/a^) 
for some a i , . . . , a„ G If*. There are exactly 2 n - 1 different subfields F of N/K 
with [F : K*] = 2. These fields are given by F = K(y/a), where a = a?1 • • • aen
n with 
ei , ' . . • ,e„ € {0,1}, not all 0. 
3) Let L be an arbitrary intermediate field of N/K with [L : K] = 2 m > 2. Then L 
is the compositum of its quadratic subextensions. Hence L = K(y/a{, • • • , v ^ m ) 
with a ! , . . . , a m € M := {a*
1 • • • a«» | ( e 1 ? . . . ,e„) G {0, l }
n - { (0 , . . . ,0)}}. We 
further observe 
<N> = <2n> <g> « - a i , . . . , ~ a n » = <2
n > 0 ( < l > ± ± a € M < « > ) 
and 
< L > = < 2 m > <g> « - a i , . . . , - a m » = < 2
m > ®(<1>± Vo), 
where the coefficients of t/j0 can be taken from M. Hence < 2
m > < 8 > < L > i s a 
subform of < 2 n > <g> <N>. Further the coefficients of < 2 m > <g> < L > form a set of 
representatives of L* / K*2, i.e. of the subextensions of L/K of degree < 2 over FT. 
Let x = T,n<G mnXn G L(5). Then 
h>N/K(x) = 5Z m<H>< <NK>= ]T) (rlaX < a > i - m « x < 2 ' a > ) 
H<g a€MU{l} 
with multiplicities na,ma G Z. We now determine these multiplicities. 
a) Let H < Q,a G M. Set 2 m = [0 : H). Then 2 m • a is a coefficient of <Nn> if 
and only if K(y/a) C Nn if and only if H C G(N/K(a)) =: 0 a . Hence 
h>N/K(x)= Yl ( X m w X < a > i - Yl mnx<2>a>) 
a € M u { l } W<ga,e2([C?:W])=0(2) K<£ a .e 2 ( [S :H]) :=l (2) 
b) Assertion: Y^n<Ga
 m ^ = 0 for all a € M U {1}. 
Proof, i) Add the 2 n linear equations which define L(Q). We get 
0 = ] T mw • [0 : H) + J2 ( E
 m™ • t-7 : «1) 
K < £ <r€£, ord(<r)=2 H<G,tr£H 
= E m* • is: w i + £ m ^( o r d(K) - x ) • £ : w i 
•H<C7 H<£ 
= 2" ^ m * , 
K<g 
since there are exactly oxd(Wj - 1 elements of order 2 in Q which are contained in 
H. -Hence 
£ mw = 0. (I) 
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Now suppose a 7- 1. 
ii) From (1) we get 
2"-1 • £ mH = 2"-
1 • £ mw - XI £ m« • [<? : ft] 
•H<0Q H < e a , o rd (H)^2 ueQa, ord(cr)=2 H<C?,<<r>
cH 
= 2n_1 • £ mw - £ nn • mn • [g : H] 
H<got ord(-H)̂ 2 w<e 
with multiplicities nn € N0. Now nH = 0 if ord(ft) = 1,2. Let % < Q with 
ord(ft) > 2. Then 
nn = i{a E Qa | ord(a) = 2,a e %} = ${a € Qa DTi | ord(a) = 2} 
r ord(ft) - 1 , if ft C £Q 
" t | - ord(ft)-l, if ft^Sc-
(5a has index 2 in £. Hence ft <£ Qa gives ft • Qa = Q. Now consider ft,£Q,£ as 
F2-vector spaces and apply the dimension formula). We get 
2"-1 J2 mH = 2"-
1 £ m*~ £ m *( o r d ^ ) ~ -)£ : ft] 
W<Go W < 5 o , o rd (H)^2 K < S o , ord(W)#2 
£ mw(J ord(ft) - \)[Q : ft] 
^2 
H<G,H<ZGQ 
= (2n"l-2n) J2 m * + E rnn[G:H) 
H<Go , ordCH)7-2 H<Ga , o rd (H)^2 
- 2 n - 1 E m * + E m ^ [ ^ : ^ 
H<G,H(tGa H<G,H£Gc 
= -2n~l J2 mK+ E ">*£:«] 
H<G, ord(U)^2 H<Qs ord(U)^2 
E m*([G : W] " 2n^) = E m * ^ : «] ~ 2n~1) 
7^<C, o rd (K)^2 **<£ 
= E mK[G ' H] - 2n~1 J2 mu = ° 
>t<c H<g 
by (1) and (I). This proves the assertion (b). 
4) Let us continue with the computation of hw/K(x), where \ £ £>(G). From 
assertion (b) we get 
y^ mn x <a> + E
 mn x < 2 * a > 
U<Ga ,e2([^:K])=0(2) H < 0 « ,e2((C:'W]) = l(2) 




V*(X) =<1,~2> ®( E kaX < a > ) ' 
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where ka = En<GQle2([G:n})~o(2)
 mn- Since 2x <1 , - 2 > = 0, we get 
hN/K(x) = < l , - 2 > <8>( ] p kax <a>), 
aGMu{l} 
where fcQ G {0,1} with ka - ka: mod: 2. Hence the Witt class hN/K(x) is repre-
sented by a subform of <1 , - 2 > <g) « - a u . . . , - a n » = < l , - 2 > <g) <2
n > eg) <1V>. 
It remains to prove the following: 
Let x € T(G), then ka = 0 for all a G {1} U M. 
Let Ki,... ,Xn be indeterminates. Then the quadratic form 
xfj = - < < - K l 5 . . . , - X n > > over K = Q(X\,... , K n ) does not represent 2. Let ip0 
be a subform of ip with <1 , - 2 > 0-00 = 0- Suppose ip0 = < a > l ipi 7- 0. Then 
<a> (g>t/>0 ~ < 2 > <g> <a> <g>t/>0 ^<2>J_<2a> <g)i/>i. 
Since < a > is a similarity factor of ip, the form <a> <g>̂ 0 is a subform of i/>, 
which represents 2. But ip does not represent 2. We conclude i/jo = 0- Therefore 
hN/K(x) = 0 gives ka = 0 for a € {1} U M . rj 
Next we give an example where L(G)/T(G) has exponent 4. 
Proposition 7. Lei £ = Qs be the quaternion group of order 8. Then 
T(G) = {x = X ] m"HX^ I X € F(5), m-H. = m^ 2 = m K 3 : mod: 4 for all 
K€RC(g) 
subgroups 7t 1, 7^2,7/s of order 4 in Qs }. 
Proof. We use the following facts: Qs contains a unique element a of order 2. 
There are three subgroups 7^1,7^2,7/3 in Qs of order 4. They are not conjugate. 
All subgroups are normal subgroups. 
Hence L(Q8) is denned by 
mg + 2m^ 1 + 2m^ 2 + 2m^ 3 + Am<a> + 8mi = 0 
mg + 2mHl + 2m^ 2 + 2m^ 3 + 4m<<T> = 0 
This gives mi = 0 and mg = 0: mod: 2. 
Let N/K be a Galois extension with Galois group G(N/K) ~ Qs. Since Q8/ < 
a> is elementary abelian, the subextensions of N/K are as follows 
IV 
K{^/a) K{^) K(Vrí) 
K 
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with a,b e K* such that a,b € N*2, but a,b ,a6 $ K*2. By Witt [8] we know 
< l , a , b , a b > = 4x < 1 > . Hence <K(y/a, \ /b)> = < < - a , - b > > = 4x < 1 > . Since 
mi = 0 we do not have to determine hN/K(Xi) =<N> (see [4]). We get 
hN/K(x) =rngx <1>JL mHl x <2,2a>J_ mU2x <2,2b>X m ^ 3 x <2,2ab> 
_L 4ra<<7> x <1> 
= (mg + 4ra<(7>)x < l > i . (ra<H. -f ra^2 + m ^ 3 ) x <2> 
± m ^ . x <2a>_L m^ 2 x <2b>_L mUz x <2a6> 
= (rag 4- 4ra<<T> -f- ra^. -f- ra^2 + ra^3) x <2> 
JL ra^, x <2a> JL mu2
 x <2b> JL m ^ 3 x <2ab> 
= < - 2 > <8>(m>Hl x <1, -a>JL ra«H2 x <1, - b > 1 rnn3 x <1, - a 6 > ) 
= < - 2 > ®(mnix < l , - a > l m « 2 x <1,-b>JL mH3 x < l , - a b > ) , 
where m-^. € {0,1,2,3} with ra^ = m-^ : mod: 4. From < l , a , b , a b > = 4x <1> 
we get 4x <1 , -a> = 4x <1 , - 6 > = 4x <1, -ah>- 0 and 
ip = < 1 , - a > 1 < 1 , - i » l < l , -a&> = 0 (1) 
Hence hN/K(x) = 0 if mm = m^ 2 = m ^ . 
Now set a = 6,6 = 14. Then < 1,6,14,21 > = 4x < 1 >e W(Q). Hence 
Q(\ /a , \ /6) /Q is contained in a Galois extension 1V/Q with Galois group Q%. We 
further get G(N(y/~T)/Q{y/~~)) ~ Q8- Consider the discriminant of 
hN(sS=T)/Q(y/=T)(x)- We get 
rnHl -rny.2 =™n3'- mod: 2 if \ € T(£) . (2) 
Let x € T(£ ) . Then (1) and (2) implies 
hN/K(x) = < - 2 > ®(ai x <1 , - a > ± a2 x <1, -b>_L a3 x <1, -ab>) 
with a i , a2 , a 3 G {0,2}. Suppose a\ ~ a2 ?- 03. By (1) we can assume ai = 
a2 = 0. Since 6,14,21 cannot be written as a sum of two rational squares we get 
2x < 1 , - 2 1 > T - 0 . n 
10. Proof of theorem 1 
Let J2(G) be the set of involutions of Q. For any subgroup H of Q define 
Xn := OXA(U)XH ~ X? + ~ (x? - 2X?) 
reJaCH) 
and set 
M a := { * £ | W € flC(G), ord(H) # 1,2}. 
Consider involutions T,T' of 5. We know \T = Xr' if and only if r' 6 £ T . Prom 
J 2 ( ^ ) = J*(G) r\H = Ur€RCi{g),rriiGTn«we get 
Xn = ord(f t)x£ - X? + $ 3 KGr n «) (X? - 2X?) . 
rSflCMO.r^l 
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Kence by proposition 2 Mg is a free subset of L(Q) consisting of rank(L((/)) ele-
ments. 
Let Q be a 2-group of order 2l. We will prove by induction on the order of Q 
that Mg is already contained in 1Z(Q). 
1. Let Q be an elementary abelian 2-group. Then all coefficients of X ^ are even. 
Hence proposition 6 gives Mg C H(Q). 
2. Let f / b e a subgroup of Q with % ^ Q. Consider a maximal subgroup U of Q 
which contains H. Then X^ € TZ(U) by the induction hypothesis. From lemma 4 
( 3 ) w e g e t X £ = COT^X^) e U(Q). 
3. Claim: Xg £ Tl(Q) for any non-elementary abelian 2-group Q. 
Let U\,... ,ZJm be the maximal subgroups of Q. Since £ has at least order 4 
each involution is contained in some Ui. We get 
£ ixi-2xi)= £ (-ir1 £ (x?-2X?), 
T€J2(Q) H=uiln...nuir TeJ2(H) 
where the sum runs over the set of all non-empty subset of indices in { 1 , . . . , ra}. 
Let us consider J2TeJ2(H)(Xi ~~
 2Xr) f° r a n v H = Uix C\.. .nUir. As usual, $(Q) 
denotes the Frattini subgroup of Q. Let H be the image of 1-L under the canonical 
projection Q -> Q/$(Q) = Q. By the induction hypothesis and lemma 4 (3) we get 
cor%(X#) G 11(G). This implies 
J2 (x? - 2X?) = (X? ~ o r d ( H ) x ^ ) mod Tl(Q). 
TeJ2(H) 
Suppose H 7- 1. Since H is a subgroup of the elementary abelian 2-group Q = 
Q/$(G) we get from (1) 
OTd(ii)xi = cor^ o inf£( o r d ( # ) X £ ) 
= c o r ^ o i n f * ( X ? - £ ( X ? »
2 X ? ) ) 
rG/J2(#) 
= corH(x*(<?) - 5 3 (X*(c?)-
2Xrtj*(c;))) 
r€ j 2 (K) 
= 4 ( g ) ~ 53 (4(C) ~
 24u<i>(g)))
 m o d ̂ (5). 
T€J2(H) 
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Obviously, the last formula also holds for H = 1. We finally conclude 




g - x f 
+ £ ( - l ) r + 1 [ x f - ord(S(S))Xg ( f f ) 
w 
+ ord(*(0))- £ (xGHg)-2X
d
rU<HS))} 
= ord((7)Xg - ordmQ))x%(g) 
+ o r d ( $ ( a ) ) [ £ ( - i r 1 £ ( x g ( e ) - 2 X ? U # W ) ] 
•W T£J2(U) 
= ord(*($) ) - m i t ( g ) [ ( o r d ( 5 ) k | - x f + £ ( - l )
r + 1 £ (xf ~ 2xf))] 
W T€J2CH) 
= ord(*(<7)) • infg ( C ) (X| ) = 0 mod ft(0) 
Observe, that ]Cr=n(~l ) r ( r ) ~ ^ anc* t n a t ^ *s n o t e l e m e n t & r v abelian. Hence 
C 
Q 
Xz € 1Z(Q) by the induction hypothesis 
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